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***** Print on Demand *****. Acquired Desires is the first short story collection from erotica author
Kellen Prime. Included are six sultry tales of historical, paranormal and interracial erotica,
featuring three M/F stories and three containing multiple partners. Kellen Prime brings the reader
to a variety of exotic locations, including India, Bangkok, and a remote frozen bunker. Follow
Cadence as she gets seduced away from her job reporting on a scandal; discover the hidden talents
of Beth and Jet as they take a break during her ballet show; and learn the details of the Kama Sutra
along with Sven as he is stranded on a research bunker. Acquired Desires will have you uncovering
sexy truths about your hidden desires with every page you read. Tabitha s Truth Tabitha had been
forced early in life to be her father s son. After her mother was killed by a bear, it was just the two of
them. If Tabitha was going to avoid foreign tribes, she would need to make herself desirable
enough to be taken as a wife, or at least a concubine to her king or...
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Reviews
It in a of the most popular book. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You may like how the article writer publish this pdf.
-- K ellie Huels
Comprehensive guide for publication lovers. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and valuable. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Rowa n Ger la ch II
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